
Class 7 Activities and Bookwork  Term 3 Week 1, Thursday 23rd July 
 
 

Christopher Columbus 
 

1) Take some time to remember or read or listen to yesterday’s story.  
 

2) You might want to begin a border and a heading “Christopher Columbus” on your 
writing page, while you listen to the story. 
 

3) On the next page is a passage of writing for you to correct. Do an amount of work 
that feels comfortable for you. (Not snooze-in-a-chair comfortable but not teary-
with-exhaustion either.) You can take breaks, do the drawing for a while… Once 
corrected, feel free to add more in your own words to the story if you want to. 

 
4) Write a very neat copy of this corrected work into your Main Lesson book. 

 
5) Draw or paint a picture of your choice to do with the writing. There are some 

portraits be a range of artists of Columbus if you are interested in sketching his 
portrait yourself. You can also look at some of the images in the written version of 
the story from yesterday. 

 
Now you are ready to listen to the new story.  
Well done, see you tomorrow J 
Love Larissa  
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only a few miles from portugal there was a battle between a french ship and 

an genoese ship the ship from genoa sank, and many sailors drowned one of 

the genoese sailors was badly wounded but he managed to hold onto a plank 

of wood or hours he was finally tossed ashore and rescued by the portuguese 

 

This shipwrecked sailor was a man called christopher columbus he was cared 

for until he recovered then he travelled to lisbon which was a flourishing port 

in portugal columbus was in awe of the ships filled with treasures from afar he 

found work as a map-maker and married a portuguese woman 

 

A fellow italian called toscanelli made maps also and columbus bought one of 

his maps toscanelli had made a big mistake on his map the actual size of the 

earth was unknown to him and he actually imagined it to be much smaller than 

it is which meant that china was only about five thousand kilometres from 

portugal when it is actually sixteen thousand kilometres away 

 

columbus was inspired to try and sail to china so he tried to encourage queen 

isabella to sponsor him she was keen to but had just spent a lot of money 

winning a war against the arabs finally after much difficulty and heartbreak 

columbus found a way to go on his journey but he was using a flawed map as 

his guide how would his journey go 


